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Introduction 
The Togean babirusa (Babyrousa 

fogeanensis) is an endangered wild pig 
species, endemic to 4 islands of Malenge, 
Talatakoh, Togean arld Batudaka in Togean 
Archipelago, Central Sulawesi. The babirusa 
has been protected under Indonesian laws 
slnce 1 931. However, the conservation 
situation is alarming, because of cornbinatrons 
of some factors; low level of enforcement of 
control, high level of hunting pressure, habitat 
degradation and small litler size. 

i The population size of Togean babirusa 
was estimated at 500 to 1000 individuals in 
1978. Consewalion status of Togean babirlisa 
was categorized as endangered by the 
lUCNlSSC Pigs and Peccaries Specialist 
Group (Macdonald 1993). ARer the previous 
report, there have been few studies on the 
status of Togean babirusa (video-shooting and 
factors of declin~ng populations by Ito et at. 
2005; observation and attempt of 
questionnaire survey by Akbar et al, 2007). 

In this study, we aimed at rnvestigating 
the co-existence between humans and Togean 
babirusa using a questionnaire survey and 

I making solutions of the wtldlife damage 

management. A\so we implemented 
educational activities using brochures to the 
residents in Malenge. In thls report, we briefly 
describe the result of these activities and 
needs of further educational activities for the 
nature consewal~on 

Study Area and Methods 
Our activities were carried out on 

Malenge Island (00°16'S, 122"03'E, ca. 10km x 
4km) in Togean Archipelago during 5 days in 
August 2007 (Fig. 1). The human populat~on 
in Malenge is 1,216 inhabitants in 2006. The 
terrestrial biodiversity includes a wide range of 
endemic species, such as Togean macaque 
{Macaca togeanus), Togean kzard (Uaranus 
salvafor togeanus). Togean Tarsier ( Tarsius 

togeanus) and Tagean babirusa (Babyrouss 
togeanensrs). 

We conducted interviews using 
questionnaires wi4h 30 questions with local 
inhabitants in order to gather the following 
data; respondent's attributes and the 
administrative countermeasuras to the crop 
damage, the present situation, future 
prospects of agricu iture, and their knowledge 
of babirusa. 
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Fig 1. Sulawesi and Togean Archipelago. 

For our age-appropriate education 
program, we created 3 editions of brochures 
concerned with the vulnerability of babinrsa. 
Using the brochures, we made special science 
classes at Malenge elementary school. 

Results and Discussion 
Crop damages by wild animals 

Almost all (99.0%) answered crop 
damages by animals (alternative inquiry, 
N=216). When questioned about the species 
of animals that gave crop damages (multiple 
choice Inquiry, N=211), 81.5% of the 
respondents answered "monkey", followed by 
57.3% answered "bablrusa", 46.5% answerad 
'domest~c cow" and 37.9% answered 
"domest~c goat" (dual answers were accepted, 
Fig 2). This result showed that the mod 
serlous pest in the agricultural field was 
monkey rather than babirusa. It is necessary to 
investrgate an actual condition of the crop 
damage caused by the babirusa. 
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Of the 208 respondents, 176 respondents 
(84.6%) replied "coconut" as damaged crops 
by animals (open-ended). About the method 
of adrninistratrve countermeasures to the 
damage, 58.3% of 192 respondents answered 
"watching in the crop field" (open-ended). 
Ai:hough the method of 'waWing" is effective, 
h~weve r  farmers usually execute the measure 
only In daytime. As local farmers reported, 
babirusa is active to forage in the early 
morning and evening. Therefore, animals 
might damage the crop during the absence of 
farmers in the field. Thew negative attitudes of 
"watch~ng" and "no countermeasure" are likely 
to allow the crop damage. 

In spite of this situation of damages to 
crops, almost all (94.9%) of the 177 
respondents was eager to expand agr~cultural 
area in future (alternative), willing to increase 
thelr harvests or incomes (apen-ended, 
93.9%). Thrs data suggested the possibility of 
additional habrtat degradation by local farmers 
in the future, giving rise to friction between 
local farmers and wildl~le. In order to prevent 
the frict~on from taking piace, more effective 
methods such as "fence" to protect the crop 
aga~nst wild animals should be used in this 
area. Furtherrnor~, prior to deforestation by 
local farmers, land development lo agricuRural 
field should be planned carefully in the point of 
wildlife conservation. 

Respondent's knowledge of the babirusa 
One of the reproductive character~stics in 

!he babirusa 1s its litter size. Much of the 
available data indicates that normal litter size 
1s I or 2. This small litter size causes a 
d~fi~culty to increase the population size of 
babrrusa. Therefore it is important to 
rnvestigate respondent's knowledge of the litter 
size. When questioned about the rang of litter 
slze, 48.996 of respondents correctly answered 
'1 p~glet" as minimum size, and only 39.3% of 
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